A Science Conspiracy to Conceal and to Cover-up

I disagree in principle with scienceâ€™s accepted principles on even the very basic issues and
that fact is undeniably true. I also propose new principles and what you read is very new to
everyone alike. Yet, Scientists have preset conditions they prescribe to information and they
canâ€™t break their mould. As my views are new the Scientists only use information stored
by culture and if they canâ€™t bring the information to mind by recognising they fail to
understand new science concepts. Where the Scientists fail to see my arguments and the
obvious correctness thereof they also fail to see that I found that the ordinary persons with a
scholastic physics background cope with the difficult explaining much better than does
Scientists. The ordinary person do not have a culture to defend and a work ethic that might be
compromised whereas those in Academic office have a lot of Academic pride and years of
study material they will lose. Therefore, the purpose with which I wrote this book is to get
around the network by which Scientists strangle any form of science that does not fit their
views or match their liking. If what anyone says does not stroke with what the Physicist says
control physics and agree with â€œMainstream Scienceâ€• or echo their thinking, they just
smother all intellectual publication on the grounds that it is not fitting their profile on science.
I disagree most strongly but I do also supply proof thereof. Still Mainstream Science blocks
the publishing of my views on science that does not compliment their views. If you believe
science is more accurate than God donâ€™t read further and live out your fantasy. They
instated this culture concept of science that science only works with the truth ad believe this as
a religiosity. Should you believe that then stop reading or get your tranquillising anti
depressants next to you with a large bowl of water. â€œMainstream Scienceâ€• hides behind
maths. I need help to fight their fraud. I need you to help me fight them. However this does
not have to be but I am forced to be explicit about science and how science presents the truth. I
have to recondition the mindset of persons. To everybody science is the epitome of truth. You
may argue about the Bible or about religion or even whether a God exist or not but nobody
dares even to consider if Newton is accurate. You may challenge everything in religion or
question all about what is true in the Bible but you challenge Newton and you are kicked from
University campus. When I questioned Newton and insisted they prove what Newton said and
I refused to learn Newton off by heart by repeating what Newton said like a programmed slave
I was failed. When I failed I was kicked out and was refused permission to attend more
classes. I had a choice and this is how it was put to me, â€œyou accept Newton and
everything about Newton or you go home as an unfit person that is unable to understand
Newtonâ€•. Well since then I started to make a study of Newton and Newtonian science and,
boy, did I uncover a trove of apprehensible shit that stinks of corruption and all the corruption
goes back 300 years. Science is blamed for many different conspiracies but those all are vague
and argumentative. We all know there is something wrong within what science is and what
science says. Someone is somehow hiding something somewhere and no one puts a finger on
the button. You area bout to read the mother of all the conspiracies in science, which is why
science applies mind control by processing thought control. I prove that there is a mother
conspiracy in place. Every conspiracy ever linked to science is in place to protect this
conspiracy from becoming known. The mother conspiracy is in place so that students are
brainwashed by instigating mind control on students through enforcing accepting dogma. I
prove what I accuse science of. I introduce a new cosmic vision with singularity controlling
the Universe that forms every known space.
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Grimes argues that conspiracies in scientific domains are to cover up vaccine information,
examination by other scientists would fatally. Wilkinson College of Arts, Humanities, and
Social Sciences The most prevalent conspiracy theory in the United States is that the
Approximately half of Americans also believe in a cover up regarding the assassination of
John F. Kennedy. The government is concealing what they know about.
visualwalkthroughs.com: Cover-Up: The Governmental Conspiracy to Conceal the Facts
About the Public Execution of John Kennedy (): J. Gary Shaw. visualwalkthroughs.com: The
Mammoth Book of Cover-Ups: The Most Terrifying Conspiracies of All Time (): Jon E.
Lewis: Books. While some conspiracy theories are largely harmless, others have damaging
companies (and others) cover up damaging effects of vaccinations. face of scientific evidence
â€“ a quick internet search throws up hundreds. You've probably heard this conspiracy theory
before, maybe from your uncle who still has his doubts about the Apollo 11 moon landing, or
on a. Even a straightforward cover-up of a single event, requiring no more conspiracies are,
some people will reconsider their anti-science beliefs. See allHide authors and affiliations
Some scientists particularly lamented the fate of John Yudkin, a British nutrition scientist from
the s There was no â€œ sugar conspiracyâ€•â€”at least not one which we have identified.
There is a deliberate conspiracy on the part of the government and and the climate engineers
are doing everything they can to hide this fact. All scientists and politicians are trying to cover
up.
If a scientific conspiracy theory is funny, that doesn't mean it's a joke titled â€œ There is a
Massive Conspiracy to Hide the Fact That the Earth is. This is particularly true of conspiracies
over scientific and medical issues as agents of some ominous interest group bent on concealing
â€œthe truthâ€•. . input in either covering up an event or maintaining a deception is vital. But
what makes one person inclined to conspiracy belief, and another a skeptic? Scientific and
Religious Belief: Just what it sounds likeâ€”to what extent â€œA lot of important information
is deliberately concealed from the public out of of knowing the real truth, seeing through the
cover-up and, perhaps. Science â€” NASA and the world's governments are trying to
completely hide the fact that there is something at our Conspiracy theorists assert that
explorers have seen the inner Earth first hand when flying over the pole.
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